
ECO UX Engagement Plan, per scenario; a given project might have multiple simultaneous scenarios at any stage of development in this workflow; Key assumption is that UX practitioners will solicit critique from UX colleagues at every stage of the process; Bold arrow and process boxes define which discipline is responsible for the deliverable at each phase of the project.
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M0: M1: sub scenarios M3: success measurement plan M4:UX  Schedule published M5: Storyboarding (if in project plan)
M6: Create Wireframes and Workflows 

(if in project plan)
M7: lo-fi Prototype
 (if in project plan)

M8: evaluate prototype with end users ReleaseM13: Dev design, Build, stabilize
M12: Specific KPIs defined and instrumentation 

plan delivered
M11: Visual design
 (if in project plan)

M10:Iteration decisionM9: Evaluation report M14: A/B test (if in project plan)M2: Brainstorming CSS/HTML

Lead effort to Define 
sub Scenario(s)

 Exit criteria: sub-
scenario locked; 

success defined in 
measurable terms;

 RESEARCH:
Define measurement plan for scenario 

success 

Exit criteria: success measurement 
plan documented in project document 

repository

DESIGN:
Create >=3 storyboards of each 

selected solution; publish to team. 
Gather feedback from team. Work 
with PM to triage change requests 

and iteration

Exit criteria: feedback triaged with 
PM; storyboards adjusted and 

locked

DESIGN: Create wireframes from 
best of each storyboard; Create UX 
workflow document; information 

architecture; publish to team. 
Gather feedback from team. Work 
with PM to triage change requests 

and iteration
INCLUDE SAD PATHS

Exit criteria:; feedback triaged with 
PM; wireframes and workflow 

diagrams adjusted as agreed with 
PM

Create prototype 
to demonstrate full 

scenario(s)

Conduct study, aggregate results 
with recommendations for 

improvement

Create report, 
present to full 

team

Include 
recommendations,  

schedule cost 
estimate and 

prioritizing for any 
recommended 

fixes

Gather input from 
project team, decide 

if iteration is 
necessary. Adjust 

remaining schedule 
as necessary

Iterate?

.  Yes  .

Last stage of wireframes now 
locked. 

Pass all strings through 
WEBEDREQ review

Create final visual design

Create redlines for 
implementation; this is a major 

deliverable for test

Exit criteria: wireframes, strings, 
redlines, final visuals all posted 

to project library

.   No   .

Use redlines within 
test plans to ensure 

fidelity to design

Finalize and publish 
functional spec.

 Manage the remainder of 
the project schedule

Reach out to each 
discipline as needed to 

ensure project goes well

Check in with 
regular builds to 

help with UI testing;

Analytics 
communicates 

instrumentation 
strategy to dev team 

to ensure efficient 
reporting from 

released application

Usability test at each 
major milestone to 
ensure scenario is 
surviving the build 

process

Analyze and report on BI

Take strings  
returned from 

WEBEDREQ as initial 
loc drop

Define discipline-
specific success 
measures and 

communicate to PM

Reviews and 
provides feedback 

(required)

Reviews and 
provided feedback 
(leads required; all 

welcome)

Reviews and 
provides feedback 

(required)

Reviews and 
provided feedback 
(leads required; all 

welcome)

Observe study 
(optional)

Observe study 
(optional)

Reviews and 
provides feedback 

(optional)

Reviews and 
provides feedback 

(optional)

Attend usability 
report (all welcome)

Attend report

USE scenario in test 
cases. Use KPIs 

defined as quality 
gates if possible

Final loc drop 
includes all error 

messages

UX Project plan

Success measurement  plan

4 to 8 alternate
 storyboards

2 to 4 Wireframe alternatives

2 to 4 Workflow diagrams

Usability report

Visual design with redlines 
And web-ready assets

User interface strings 
Inventory

A/B test analysis

Functional spec

determine if the experiment 
should become the new baseline 
experience based on KPIs defined

release
. Yes .

Retract from 
experiment

no

production 
site analysis if 
BI team report insufficient

Estimate schedule based on 
solution chosen in brainstorm, 

communicate to PM for 
inclusion in overall project plan.

Should include sad paths too – 
not just happy ones

Negotiate what 
deliverables and 

milestones exist within 
UX project plan

Exit criteria: UX project 
plan signed off on by all 

disciplines

Assist with scenario 
creation (at PM 

invitation)

Provide discipline 
specific success 

measures

Feed in data from 
existing products or 

customer 
intelligence

DESIGN:
Facilitate brainstorming discussion for 

solutions to scenario. Facilitate selection of 
most effective and feasible solutions. 

Participates 
(required)

Participate (leads 
required; all 

welcome)

Participates 
(recommended)

Affinity diagram and/or 
Brainstorming notes

Sub scenario(s) with KPIs

Define specific 
instrumentation points for 

KPIs

Instrumentation plan

Lead effort to Define 
big Scenario(s)

 Exit criteria: scenario 
locked; success defined 
in measurable terms;

Participates 
(recommended)

CSS/HTML is Web 
Dev responsibility

Attend report 
(optional)

Scenario(s) with KPIs

UX project plan

All up project plan

Reviews and 
provides feedback 

(optional)

Reviews and 
provides feedback 

(optional)

Usability report(s)

Final wireframe and 
workflow diagrams
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